Groomers Extreme H-Bar Assembly

Included:
1 x Right Vertical H-Bar Arm
1 x Left Vertical H-Bar Arm
1 x Horizontal H-Bar
2 x Clamp Brackets
2 x Grooming Supports
Adjustment Knobs

8 x Large Washers
2 x Medium Washers
8 x Short Bolts
2 x Nuts
8 x Mini Washer
1 x Allen Key
2 x Long Bolts
You will need 1 small spanner or 1 pair of plyers
Stage 1 – Assembling The Horizontal H-Bar
1.) Start by attaching the horizontal h-bar
to the vertical h-bar arms. Line up the
holes at the end of the horizontal hbar with the your chosen vertical hbar arm (as below), ensuring that the
holes on the vertical h-bar arm
overlap the horizontal h-bar at the top
and bottom. Make sure the grooming
hooks are facing downwards on the
horizontal h-bar.

2.) Put one long bolt through the bottom and feed through the 4 lined up holes. Once the bolt
is fully through, place the medium washer over and screw one nut finger tight over the top.

Nut
Medium Washer
Long Bolt

3.) Flip the H-Bar if necessary (as pictured, depends on how you most feel comfortable
tightening it up), hold the nut with a pair of plyers (or small spanner) and then tighten the
bolt with the Allen key. Repeat on the other side with the other vertical H-bar arm and set
the completed horizontal H-Bar aside.

Stage 2 – Attaching The H-Bar To The Table
4.) Put the mini washer onto the screw, followed by the bigger washer as in the picture below.

5.) Line up the 4 clamp bracket holes with the threaded holes at the side of the table.

6.) Tighten the screw (with the washers) finger-tight in each of the 4 holes on the side of the
table, leaving some give, so it is easier to line up and slot in the horizontal h-bar. Repeat on
the other side.

7.) Slot the assembled horizontal h-bar into both side clamp brackets.

8.) Once the horizontal h-bar is in place, tighten the screws at the side of each table using the
Allen key to firmly fix them into place.

9.) Use the adjustment knob near the top of each clamp bracket to change the H-Bar to the
desired height and fix it into place.

10.) Your Extreme H-Bar is finished! Now you will only need to use the adjustment knobs to
alter the height of the h-bar as required.

